Beta Solenoid Proteins as Material Building Blocks
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Inspired by 1) the nanoscale precision and gorgeous geometry of self assembled DNA origami for templating nanoparticles[1], and 2) the Self-assembly of devices for renewable energy by genetically modifying viral coat proteins of M13 phage[2], our collaboration has embarked upon a new vision of employing modified, naturally occurring beta solenoid proteins (BSPs) to template the growth of nanoparticles for applications in energy and environmental remediation. Protein scaffolds are anticipated to be more robust to variations in temperature and chemical environment than DNA, and offer greater precision and ordering for nanoparticle growth than viral assemblies. We have simulated and produced, through recombinant expression in E. coli, modified BSPs with two or three flat sides, and shown that we can turn these into one-dimensional amyloid assemblies as well as laterally assembled two-dimensional structures with predictable heights. We have simulated and developed a theory of twist and twist mitigation of fibrils, and simulated the binding of monomers to understand amyloid and lateral assembly. We are working on modifying the amyloids which hold together bacterial or yeast biofilms for applications in remediation of heavy metals and adsorption of uranium from seawater.

Fig. 1 Left : engineered spruce budworm antifreeze protein. NoDS9M1Middle : Thioflavin-T fluorescence indicative of amyloid formation for incubated NoDS9M1. Right : AFM images of NoDS9M1 Fibrils
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